A novel full-phase digital holographic encryption scheme with double random key masks, which are performed by electrically addressed liquid-crystal spatial light modulators for optical processing, is demonstrated. Phase-shifting digital holography is employed to generate the key holograms derived from the double key masks for implementing the encryption and decryption. The experimental results show the feasibility of the full-phase encryption scheme with computer-programmable key masks for securing data via online processing.
Introduction: Double random-phase encoding [1] , an extensively adopted method for optical encryption, uses two independent randomphase masks in the input plane and Fourier plane to convert a primary image to be encrypted into stationary white noise data. Moreover, double random-phase encoding in the Fresnel domain has been utilised to increase encryption dimensions and data security [2] . As an image encrypted by the double random-phase encoding method involves complex data that can be stored or transmitted using a holographic technique, optoelectronic information encryption [3, 4] based on phase-shifting digital holography has been proposed [5] . Moreover, phase encoding for optical encryption with a random-phase mask (such as ground glass or a phase mask film) can ensure high information security and is robust against counterfeiting [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In this Letter, a novel full-phase digital holographic encryption scheme using electrically addressed liquid-crystal spatial light modulators (LC-SLMs) [11, 12] for online optical processing is proposed and demonstrated. The LC-SLMs are operated in phase-modulation mode [13] to represent the phase-encoded input object and the double random-phase masks in the object and reference arms. Owing to the fact that a primary image to be encrypted is phaseencoded into a phase object, the random-phase mask in the object arm can be treated as the role, of a phase diffuser the other key mask being for optical encryption. Furthermore, double random-phase masks using LC-SLMs can be electrically addressed during encryption procedures to overcome alignment problems encountered in practical optical encryption. This allows an encryption system to be programmable and provides potential applications with high data security via online processing. Principle: Fig. 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the proposed full-phase encryption scheme with double key masks by phase-shifting digital holography, where one random-phase key mask is attached to the phase-encoded image in the object arm and another random-phase key mask is inserted into the reference arm. Based on the FresnelKirchhoff diffraction approach, the intensity distribution of Fresnel holographic interference coming from the object and reference arm can be recorded on a CCD. By applying the four-step phase-shifting technique [8] , a series of phase-shifted interference patterns is obtained for synthesising into a complex digital hologram. As the double random-phase key masks are inserted into the reference and object arms for hologram recording, the intensity patterns of the complex digital hologram resemble random noise. Notably, one cannot retrieve information from the primary input object without using the double phase key mask and phase-encoding transformation for decryption. The full-phase encryption and decryption procedures can be expressed as follows. For encryption, an input object is first phase-encoded into a phase-only image and multiplied with a random phase mask. The resultant Fresnel diffraction field in the object arm is interfered with by another diffracted field coming from another random-phase mask in the reference arm. Hence, holographic interference fringes are phaseshifted and recorded on a CCD camera to generate an encrypted complex hologram. The encrypted amplitude and phase terms resemble random noise. To decrypt information and retrieve the primary image, one must use the correct double key masks simultaneously from the reference and object arms. The preceding encrypted holograms are addressed by the double key holograms in the reference and object arms, and the distribution of the decrypted image can be obtained using numerical reconstruction. Additionally, the distribution of the decrypted image should be phase-decoded into an amplitude image for direct visualisation.
Experiments and results: Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup of the proposed full-phase encryption architecture. The architecture mainly consists of a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometric structure with three electrically addressed LC-SLMs. A diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was employed as the coherent light source, and the three LC-SLMs operated in phase mode were utilised as the phase-encoding devices. The LC-SLMs consist of a twisted nematic liquid crystal display sandwiched by a polariser and analyser. By rotating the angles of the polariser and analyser, one can find the LC-SLMs operated in the phase-mostly modulated mode with piecewise linear characteristics. Based on the look-up table and mapping procedure, the LC-SLM 1 was used to display the phase-encoded input image, and LC-SLM 2 and LC-SLM 3 were used as programmable phase key masks in the object and reference arms, respectively. Both LC-SLM 1 and LC-SLM 2 (panel model: Sony LCX026BLT6), which have the same resolutions (800 Â 600 pixels) and dimensions (18.5 Â 14 mm 2 ), were coupled pixel-topixel by a 4-f telescopic imaging system. By this coupling arrangement, the phase-encoded input image was joined to the phase key mask in the object arm. Notably, LC-SLM 3 (panel model: Sony LCX016AL-6) in the reference arm has a resolution of 800 Â 600 pixels and dimensions of 26.6 Â 20 mm 2 . A piezoelectric transducer (PZT)-driven mirror was inserted into the reference arm to implement the four-step phase-shifting algorithm. The intensity patterns of the phase-shifted interference fringes were detected by a CCD camera with sensor array dimensions of 4.9 Â 3.7 mm 2 (640 Â 480 pixels).
Fig. 2 Experimental setup of proposed full-phase digital holographic encryption architecture
Experimental procedures for encryption and decryption were as follows. For encryption, the primary input was first phase-encoded into a phase image and displayed on LC-SLM 1 ; the double randomphase key masks were presented on LC-SLM 2 and LC-SLM 3 in the object and reference arms, respectively. After applying the four-step phase-shifting algorithm (each step was p/2 by a PZT-driven mirror), each intensity pattern of the phase-shifted interference fringes was recorded on the CCD camera. The intensity patterns had distributions resembling random noise. The same phase-shifting digital holographic architecture was then used to acquire the double keys in the reference and object arms, except that the input object and key masks were displayed in turn on the respective LC-SLM devices. To obtain the key mask in the reference arm, a white pattern was displayed on LC-SLM 1 and LC-SLM 2 and the random-phase key mask on LC-SLM 3 was retained for generating the reference arm key hologram on the CCD camera. To obtain the key mask in the object arm, a white pattern was displayed on LC-SLM 1 and LC-SLM 2 and another random-phase key mask was displayed on LC-SLM 2 to generate the object arm key hologram on the same CCD camera. All digital holograms were recorded and processed on a personal computer (PC). During decryption, the preceding encrypted holograms were addressed by the first key hologram in the reference arm. After inverse Fresnel transformation, the resultant field was then acquired by addressing the second key hologram in the object arm. Finally, the decrypted image was phase-decoded into an amplitude image for observation. Fig. 3 summarises the experimental results of full-phase digital holographic encryption with double random-phase key masks. Fig. 3a shows the image to be encrypted. Fig. 3b shows the encrypted hologram, including the amplitude (left) and phase (right) images, which resembled random noise. Figs. 3c and 3d show the key holograms in the reference and object arms, respectively. The decrypted image was obtained (Fig. 3e) when the correct key masks were utilised. The experimental results indicate that the decrypted image is the primary input image recovered, although some image errors occurred due to distortions and pixel mismatch among optical elements, the LC-SLMs and CCD camera. Conversely, the decrypted images (Figs. 3f and g ) are entirely different from the input image, and the encrypted hologram could not be broken even though only one correct phase key mask existed in the reference or object arm. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed full-phase encoding scheme using LCSLMs for encryption. f Decrypted image using only one correct phase key mask presented in reference arm g Decrypted image using only another correct key mask presented in object arm Conclusion: A novel full-phase digital holographic encryption scheme with double random-phase key masks based on LC-SLMs operated in phase-modulation mode is described. As the phase-encoded input object and double key masks can be electrically addressed and implemented by the phase-modulated SLM devices, the encryption and decryption procedures are computer programmable and applicable to online processing. This will increase the flexibility of key mask design for a practical encryption system in the near future.
